Influence of artifacts on movement intention decoding from EEG activity in severely paralyzed stroke patients.
Brain-machine interfaces (BMI) can be used to control robotic and prosthetic devices for rehabilitation of motor disorders, such as stroke. The calibration of these BMI systems is of paramount importance in order to establish a precise contingent link between the brain activity related to movement intention and the peripheral feedback. However, electroencephalographic (EEG) activity, commonly used to build non-invasive BMIs, can be easily contaminated by artifacts of electrical or physiological origin. The way these interferences can affect the performance of movement intention decoders has not been deeply studied, especially when dealing with severely paralyzed patients, which often generate more artifacts by compensatory movements. This paper evaluates the effects of removing artifacts from the data used to train a BMI decoder on a dataset of 28 severely paralyzed stroke patients. We show that cleaning the training datasets reduces the global BMI performance for decoding attempts of movement. Further, we demonstrate that this performance drop especially affects the test trials contaminated by artifacts (i.e., trials that might not reflect cortical activity but noise), but not the clean test trials (i.e., trials representing correct cortical activity). This paper underlines the importance of cleaning the datasets used to train BMI systems to improve their efficacy for decoding movement intention and maximize their neurorehabilitative potential.